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What does health care have to do with a date encoded on the dollar 
bill? In the article The Dollar Code I explained how the date 
2/22/2010 was encoded on the dollar bill and the Great Seal. I 
speculated what would happen on that date and explained how the 
actual date may be 3/22/2010. Here is what I wrote. 
 

Note: 2/22/2010 has come and gone and nothing major 
happened, so what now? First let me tell you about some 
interesting things that did happen on 2/22/2010; at 11:00 
EST gold was at $1111/oz. At 1:11 PM EST the Dow was 
down 11.11 points, which was a drop of .11%. I believe that 
those occurrences were beyond chance and may have 
been a sign or signal of future events regarding the United 
States. Also on 2/22/2010 President Obama announced 
his new health care initiative which if passed will greatly 
increase government expenditures and taxes which could 
lead to the financial collapse of the United States... 
  
What does all this mean? I am not sure but from my 
research I believe that we are very close to seeing 
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monumental prophetic developments, one of which I 
believe will include large scale financial upheavals in the 
United States. I also believe that 2/22/2010 is a key date 
in this regards and that a major event(s) will be staged in 
relation to that date with 3/22/2010 being the most 
prominent date to watch for. 
 

As we all know on 2/22/2010 Obama announced his health care bill. 
On 3/22/2010 (Universal time, UTC) the health care bill was passed 
and on 3/23/2010 Obama signed it. So one month past 2/22/2010 
the bill passed and a month and a day after 2/22 the bill was signed. 
 
So it seems that the encoded date on the dollar bill points to the 
health care bill. Will the health care bill lead to the destruction of the 
United States? It could, but before we discuss that let's consider what 
has been said about it. Pastor Lindsey Williams has been in contact 
with an Illuminati insider who said this about the health care bill; 
"The health care bill is not a health care bill...The health care bill is 
total government takeover, it includes gun confiscation, euthanasia, 
and biometric chipping." 
 
If that is true then this bill could be a death blow to our nation and 
our freedoms. After the bill passed the victors in the house broke out 
into a loud chant of "Yes we can!" In case you do not know; "Yes we 
can" played backwards says "thank you satan." Look what Nancy 
Pelosi said about the bill. 

Winding up the debate, Speaker Nancy Pelosi said: “After 
a year of debate and hearing the calls of millions of 
Americans, we have come to this historic moment. Today 
we have the opportunity to complete the great unfinished 
business of our society and pass health insurance reform 
for all Americans that is a right and not a privilege.”  

When I read her statement that included the phrase; "to complete the 
great unfinished business," I immediately thought of the unfinished 
pyramid on the back of the dollar bill and its connection to the 
encoded dates of 2/22/2010 and 3/22/2010. I also remembered the 
purpose for which America was created—to usher in the new world 
order. 
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The Great Seal is the signature of this exalted body–
unseen and for the most part unknown–and the 
unfinished pyramid upon its reverse side is a trestle board 
setting forth symbolically the task to the accomplishment 
of which the United States Government was dedicated 
from the day of its inception.” – Manly P. Hall, Secret 
Teachings of All Ages 
 
In his “Secret Destiny of America”, M.P. Hall describes 
America’s mystic role in History, as seen by occult orders. 
He states that America has been given the divine role of 
bringing forth a new political, philosophical, economical 
and religious era, where the “Illuminated” stood at the 
helm of the world’s destiny. (Source) 
 

Was the health care bill the last piece of legislation needed for the 
powers to be to eventually destroy the sovereignty of the United 
States and establish their new world order—complete the unfinished 
business? Or could it be even more sinister than that? 
 

On Sunday March 21st as I watched C-Span I suddenly 
got a tingle up my spine. Were they purposely putting this 
off until the clock hits March 22nd Universal Standard 
Time? Is this thing being orchestrated so that it falls on 3-
22, March 22nd, the Holy Day of some crazy secret 
society?(Skull and Bones) And a secret society that has 
built a monument (Georgia Guidestones), christened on 
3-22 that announces their plans?  

Then that would mean the 'Health Care Plan' is something 
far more sinister. 

Happy March 22nd America. (Source Link)  

To get the bill to pass Obama had to craft legislation to nullify the 
federal funding of abortion. Listen to what Planned Parent Hood had 
to say about this.

Planned Parenthood called the pro-abortion health care 
bill the House approved late Sunday night a victory and 
applauded the financial windfall it expected to reap as a 
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result. The abortion business also dismissed the executive 
order President Barack Obama promised Congressman 
Bart Stupak as harmless. 

'What the president’s executive order did not do is include 
the complete and total ban ... that Congressman Bart 
Stupak (D–MI) had insisted upon," Richards said. "So 
while we regret that this proposed Executive Order has 
given the imprimatur of the president to Senator Nelson’s 
language, it is critically important to note that it does not 
include the Stupak abortion ban." 

If that is true then our taxes are going to fund abortions! Yet there is 
more; 

New Health care laws will indeed set up death panels. 
This law crowns the Independent Medicare Advisory 
Board (IMAB) as an untouchable regulatory authority 
wielding dictatorial powers. This law is the Worst Case 
Scenario for Americans who fall into one of the 
"Devalued" categories, Elderly, Terminally Ill, Vegetative 
State, or Insane, or Politically Incorrect. President 
Obama's Health Care Law gives rebirth to the Nazi 
Biomedical Vision - the bloody Nazi World is back! 
http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n2412.cfm

Remember, this is part of the Illuminati plan for America, 
designed to more tightly control citizens from cradle to 
grave. It is a very important component of the coming 
dictatorship. 

Because the ultimate goal of ObamaCare is government 
control over all its citizens, not to compassionately deliver 
affordable health care to all. As we transition to a 
dictatorship, the government must control all its citizens 
at every point in their life and death. Government Control 
is the major objective of ObamaCare. Cutting Edge 
Newsletter 3/24/2010

Rep. Dingell said something very important about the bill which can 
be viewed at the posting of this article at The End Times Forecaster.
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He said the bill was about controlling the People. Yea that is right, the 
bill is about control! A constitutional lawyer who read the entire text 
of the bill fills in the details.
 

What I found was far worse than what I had heard or 
expected...the law does provide for rationing of health 
care, particularly where senior citizens and other classes 
of citizens are involved, free health care for illegal 
immigrants, free abortion services, and probably forced 
participation in abortions by members of the medical 
profession. 
 
The Bill will also eventually force private insurance 
companies out of business, and put everyone into a 
government run system. All decisions about personal 
health care will ultimately be made by federal 
bureaucrats, and most of them will not be health care 
professionals. Hospital admissions, payments to 
physicians, and allocations of necessary medical devices 
will be strictly controlled by the government. 
 
However, as scary as all of that is, it just scratches the 
surface. In fact, I have concluded that this legislation 
really has no intention of providing affordable health care 
choices. Instead it is a convenient cover for the most 
massive transfer of power to the Executive Branch of 
government that has ever occurred, or even been 
contemplated. If this law or a similar one is adopted, 
major portions of the Constitution of the United States 
will effectively have been destroyed. 
 

This constitutional lawyer believes that this bill has destroyed the 
constitution! In regards to 2/22/2010 and 3/22; personally I was 
expecting something more on the lines of a financial collapse. I still 
think that is coming and so do, according to a recent pole, about 79% 
of Americans. But it looks as if the dates pointed to the health care bill 
and I think that we will soon see the ramifications of this legislation 
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and its ripple effects. Just the cost of this bill alone could send this 
country over the cliff of financial ruin. Michael Pollaro estimates the 
true cost of the bill to be 2.7 trillion! The health care bill may be the 
proverbial straw to break America's back. Just as the Dollar code 
foretold this may truly be the beginning of the end for America.  
 
Thanks to New Wineskins I just found a symbolic link to 222 (the 
prominent encoded number on the dollar bill), the signing of the 
healthcare bill, and the fate of America. Obama used 22 pens to sign 
his name on the bill. The pens were contained in 2 boxes—222. When 
he was finished signing he said "We are done!" 
 

Ever try to sign your name with 22 pens? Not so easy. 
"I've got to use every pen so it's going to take a really long 
time," said Barack Obama at Tuesday's historic signing of 
the health care bill. "I didn't practice." 
 
In a longtime tradition, the president put his signature to 
the bill using almost two dozen commemorative pens, 
which were handed out to key congressional leaders and 
others who helped pass the legislation. It took the lefty 
more than 90 seconds to pick up each of the 22 pens and 
make a small portion of each letter in his name -- and 
yeah, the signature probably looks a little weird. "We are 
done!" he announced with the final stroke. 
 
The White House didn't release details about the custom-
made pens -- complete with the presidential seal and 
signature -- but aides to one recipient confirmed (on 
super-secret background) that they were black and 
manufactured by Cross, an American company. Obama 
used similar rolling-ball pens on his first day in office. 
Washington Post

 
Thanks to Cindy by the Sea; interestingly enough the day Obama 
signed the bill is the 77th anniversary to the day of the enabling act 
which gave Hitler dictatorial powers. 
 

It was the Enabling Act of March 23, 1933, which in a 
legal way conferred dictatorial powers on Adolf Hitler. 
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Only 94 Social Democratic votes were cast against it. The 
date for its abrogation (see Article 5) was never kept. 
Indeed, the Enabling Act is the last measure which the 
Reichstag passed under the republican and democratic 
Constitution of the Republic. It spelled its end and the 
beginning of National Socialist dictatorship.  

 
Is this the beginning of the end for America? The dollar bill and the 
Great Seal were encoded with the date 2/22/2010—the day Obama 
announced his health care bill. On 3/22/2010—another date linked to 
the dollar bill and the skull and bones death society—the bill passed. 
On 3/23/2010 the bill was signed with the symbolic link to 222 and 
hitler's dictatorship. On analyzing the bill we find that it destroys the 
constitution, is designed to control the people, and will cost trillions. 
So I believe the question; "What does health care have to do with a 
date encoded on the dollar bill?" was answered by the man himself 
"We are done!" I believe that it is the beginning of the end for 
America and she will be "done" as a sovereign nation by the second 
encoded date, 12/21/2012. 
 
The Dollar Code—222—322—health care—“We are done!” 
 
Note: I think we could also see other key events happen on days all 
keying from 2/22/2010. We have already seen something 1 month 
past the day and 1 month and 1 day past the day—111. We could see 
things 33, 44, 55, 111, 222 days past, 1 year 1 month 1 day, etc. Time 
will tell. The more important consideration is; are you ready?  
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